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ACE Recall Study Performance Coaching 
 

 

It was recommended my son begin preparing for his GCSEs much sooner as schools set so many 

tests and homework these days.  I chose Adrian because he seemed to offer something different 

to help my son cope better in all his different subjects, help him revise and boost his grades. 

 

My son has lots of outside interests, mainly sports.  This meant he was not always concentrating 

on schoolwork, although I have always felt he is very capable.   Adrian helped him reduce the 

distractions to manage his time more sensibly. This made a big difference, as my son saw how 

he could continue playing sport without it necessarily affecting schoolwork, revising for tests 

etc.  They did lots on my son’s study skills with a variety of ways to improve his concentration, 

reading and writing, memory, revision and exam techniques etc.  I was very proud of my son’s 

Year 10 results and we chose to carry coaching on into his final year for GCSE’s.  This has been 

such a tough year, but we thought he coped extremely well.  With Adrian’s thoughtful guidance 

and using all the super techniques Adrian has given him, my son managed to finish revising all 

his topics in all his subjects in time and seemed so at ease throughout his exams in May/June. 

 

Our son was elated with his GCSE results this week.  As are we!  We are thrilled with how much 

the coaching has brought J.  I am most pleased he understands he does not need to give up 

the sports he loves just to get better grades.  The coaching and techniques have helped him 

achieve the grades he needed for his Sixth Form options.  I am also pleased he knows now that 

revision is part of studying his subjects finally, not something left to the end.  We are very proud 

of him.  I cannot praise Adrian / ACE Recall Study Performance Coaching highly enough.  It has 

given our son such a variety of ways to study and learn plus many valuable life skills too. 
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